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RECENT HEAVY ION RESULTS FROM CERN AND BROOKHAVEN

BARBARA V. JACAK

Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Results of the first round of ultrarelativistic heavy ion experiments at CERN
and BROOKHAVEN are reviewed. The experiments measure global vari-
ables such as transverse energy and multiplicity to characterize the impact
parameter of the collisions and compare with geometrical models of heavy
ion c~lisiona. Charged particle transverse momentum spectra are measured,
and p-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions look rather similar. The hard-
ening of the spectrum at high pt, previously observed in p-nucleus, is also
present in heavy ion collisions. Two-particle interferometry has been used to
study the pion source in central c~hisions, For analysis of all pion pairs, this
looks approximately like the tulle cut through the target by the projectile,
but mid-rapidity pion pairs indicate a large, nearly spherical, very chaotic
source. Study of dimuon production in the J/@ mass region has shown a
suppression of J/@ with respect to the continuum in central compared to
peripheral collisions,
studies are underway
nuclear absorption.

INTRODUCTION

The availability

This could be a signal of reconfinement, but careful
to determine the magnitude of such an effect from

of ultrarelativistic heavy ion beams at CERN and

Brookhaven allows investigation of the physical properties of a state of high

energy density in nuclear matter. The interest is driven by the expectation

that a new state of matter, in which quarks and gluons are deconfineci, is

produced when the density is large comp-wed to the density inside hadrons.

This prospect is supported by QCI) calculations,’ which predict a phase

transition at temperatures of s 200 MeV, Ifeavy ion collisions at ultrarel-

ativistic cnergiee are predicted to provide the energy densitie~ required for

deconfinernetit (greater than H 2 – 3 GeV/fm3).
~, ..!



The use of heavy projectile and target nuclei should ailow characteri-

zation of the high temperature, high density region by increasing its volume.

This is a difficult task aa the system is vpry short lived and rather small, ex-

tending over only several fm. It ?hen expands and hadronizes; experimental

observations are made much later, on a time scale of 1013 fm. Clearly, the

interesting physical processes are hidden behind expansion of the system,

reconfinement and hadronization. The search for evidence of a new phase of

matter is further complicated by the coexistence of the two phases, which

may still be very important at these energies.

Among the goals of the first experiments are investigation of the energy

density and spatial extent of the highly excited central rapidity region to ad-

dress whether the necessary conditions for reconfinement have been satisfied.

This requires an understanding of the reaction dynamics, including geometry

effects, the extent of nuclear transparency and a study of the independence of

nucleon-nucleon collisions within the large projectile and target nuclei. Once

it is possible to classify the events, according to impact parameter for ex-

ample, there are a number of experimentally accessible probes for the initial

state.

The first particles emitted u the reaction progresses are the direct

photons and Iepton pairs. Tilese do not interact much with the surrounding

cold matter, and emerge relatively undisturbed. The spectra of these parti-

cles can provide information about the temperature of the system early in

the reaction.2 The system subsequently expands and hadrons are emitted.

The transverse momentum spectra of the hadrons allow study of the expan-

sion phaae of the collisions. Comparison of the (pt) for species of different

masses, such a r, K, p, may provide evidence of hydrodynamic expansion

of the hot cencral region.3

Study of J/@ production can be very informative as the J/t/J’s are

formed very early in the collision, and must propagate through the hot, dense



region. During this time, CO1OI screening keeps CE pairs apart if the quarks are

reconfined, preventing formation of J/1+0.4 As J/@’s are not created during

the hadronization process, the final population is not much different from

that at early times. Interpretation of the J/@ results, however, requires

a thorough understanding of the interaction of J/@’s with dense hadronic

matter, as they must pass through the central region of the collision everi

if there is no phase transition, and also through a fraction of the target

remnant.

The strangeness content of particles produced in heavy ion collisions

haa been suggested as a possible signal for quark-gluon plasmc .s A plasma

in chemical equilibrium will contain equal amounts of uii, dd and s~ pairs.

During the transition back to hadronic matter, this ratio is changed by gluon

decay, but an excess of strange quarks should be left.

All of these probes can be influenced tIy the dynamical evolution of

the reaction. Because of this, the survey experiments must also register

global quantities to describe the reaction. These include analysis of the

shape of the energy flow through * 47r measurement of the charged particle

multiplicity and/cw transverse energy, and careful study of the fluctuations

in the multiplicity and energy flow. In addition, particle interferometry may

be used to make a ‘snapshot” of the system at the time of particle emission.e

THE EXPERIMENTS

Here we will di~cuss results from four experiments performed with 200

and 60 GeV/A oxygen and sulfur beams at CERN and from two experi-

ments at Bruokhaven with 10 and 14.5 GeV/A siiicon beams. The HELIOS

experiment at CERN combines 47r calorimetric coverage with measurement

of charged particle multiplicity, inclusive particle spectra, Iepton pairs and

photons, WA80 includes a highly segmented photon detector and idcntiii-

cation of target rapidity particles, with a meuurement of multiplicity and

mid to forward rapidity calorimetry. NA35 consists of a streamer chamber}



allowing reconstruction of a large fraction of the particles, accompanied by

mid-range and forward calorimetry. NA38 is a dimuon spectrometer opti-

mized to study high mass pairs (J/@), with event characterization by means

of Et (neutral). At 13rookhaven, experiment E802 features a magnetic spec-

trometer tvith excellent particle identification capabilities, along with mea-

surements of multiplicity, ~t irk the forward direction and the energy carried

by neutral particles, E~Ot, which is proportional to l?t, E814 has 47r calorime-

try with tracking of particles at very forward angles,

TRANSVERSE ENERGY AND MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure 1 shows charged particle multiplicity distributions measured by

WA80 for 60 and 200 Ge’J/A oxygen on various targets,’ The data were

measured over the rapidity range –1.7 < YI< 4.2, and include midrapidity.

The transverse energy distributions for the same beams on W, Ag and Al

targets in the HELIOS experiment* are preser.ted in Figure 2. The main

feature of both distributions is a long plateau followed by a steeply falling tail,

reflecting the shape of the overlap integral of nuclear densities in collisions

with random impact parameters.g

The large value of Et attained in these collisions is quite striking. For

200 GeV/A projectiles, Et values up to 200 GeV are reached in the rapidity

rtgion -0.1 < q < 2.9; adding the I?t for q > 2,9 increasea this to 280

GeV. This is apprcrxirnately 0.7 of the kinematic limit, and shows that nuclei

are not transparent to one ano’,her at these beam energies. An important

first result is that the energy density is still increasing at 200 GeV/A beam

ener~y.

The curves in Fig, 2 are fits to the geometrical overlap integral, folded

with a Gaussian distribution in Et for each N-N collision .9 This procedure

yieids an excellent description of the data, with a fitted mean of approxi-

mately 1 t;eV, which may be compared with the mean E: of = 1,4 GeV
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Fig. 1. The charged particle multiplicity distributions measured by WA80
for O + Au at a) 60 GeV/A and b) 200 GeV/A.

in p-p collisions at @ = 20 GeV. The widths of the fitted Et distribu-

tions, however, are considerably larger than those obmrved in p-p collisions,

Analysis of fluctuations in the transverse energy is underway to search for

deviations from s~perpositiort of indepmdent nucleon-nucleon collision. 10

From the geometrical picture, it is clear that the large values of 12~

arise from the more central collisions, One would then expect the collisions

with large Et to show little energy going forward, This is indeed the case, a-9

has been shown hy WA80. They find a strong anticorrelation between trans-

verse energy observed at midrapidity and energy observed in their forward

~alorir,leter, con9eq11entlY experiment may choose among several methods
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Fig. 2. The transverse energy distributions measured by HEL1OS for O
+ W, Ag, Al at a) 60 GeV/A, b) 200 GeV\A. The curves are fits to the
geometrical overlap integral, folded with a Gaussian distribution in Et for
each N-N cullision.2

of identifying central collisions: large observed transverse energy, large ob-

served multiplicity, or lack of forward energy.

Figure 3 shows results from Brookhaven. Figure 3A is from E814,

showing the transverse energy produced by 10 GeV/A silicon beams on Al,

Cu and Pb targets, *l and Fig. 3B shows the distribution of the total energy

carried by neutral particles measured in the angular range of 10 to 32 degrees

lx Note that the tails of the distributions from thein the laboratory by E802.

heavier targets lie on top of one another. This shows that targets heavier

than copper look very similar to projectiles at these energies, suggesting that
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Fig. 3. Transverse energy distributionsat Brookhaven, a) Et measuredly
E814 fur 10 GeV/A Si + various targets, b) E~Ot, which is proportional to
Et, measured by E802 fcr 14.5 GeV/A Si + various targets.

the projectile does not penetrate the entire target nucleus. I he measured

distributions in both experiments are consistent with full stopping. E814



finds agreement of the measured Et distributions with predictions from a

fireball model assuming full stopping. E802 finds that their distributions

of transverse energy carried by neutral particles can be well described by a

superposition of proton-nucleus collisions.

The energy densities may be estimated from the measured Et distribu-

tions. At Brookhaven, in the stopping regime, one can calculate the energy

density in the fireball formed to be about 1 GeV/fm3, In the non-stopping

regime at CERN, the job is a bit more difficult. Estimates using the fraction

of energy left in the fireball and using the Bjorken mode113 which assumes

free streaming cf the projectile and target through one another both yield

values in the region 1-3 GeV/fm3.

One of the most important questions addressed by the first experiments

concerns the makeup of the energy flow. We would like to determine whether

the energy is carried by particles in the same way as in p-p collisions, or if the

particle types, vapidities or spectra are modified by collective effects and/or

a phase transition. This question is addressed by measurement of both trans-

verse energy and multiplicity for each event. Figure 4 shows the multiplicity

and transverse energy plotted against one another, Fig. 4A is from E802 at

14.5 GeV/A and Fig. 4B is from WA80 at 200 GeV/A. It is clea, that the

relationship between the two quantities is linear at both energies, and also

holds for the most central collisior,s. Therefore we conclude that the large

transverse energies arise via formation of many charged particles rather than

by a large change in the momentum distribution of produced particles. ~rom

the HELIOS multiplicity measurements together with the known calorime-

ter response (5S% of the observed J!?t arises from charged particles), we may

estimate an average pt per particle of s 34o MeV/c.

Figure 5 shows the pseudorapidity distributions of both J!7~and charged

particle multiplicity measured by HEL1OS for central collisions of 200 GeV/A

O t W. Though the comparison is limited by the calorimeter granularity,
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Fig. 4. Multiplicity vs. transverse energy for a) 14.5 GeV/A O + Au from

E802 b) 200 GeV/A O + Au from WA80.

the two distribution agree rather well. They show a broad peak with max-

imum density between q = 2 and 2.5, clearly shifted backward from the

p-p center of mass, ~ s 3. The values are close to q = 2.4, the center of

mass rapidity characteristic of a system of 16 projwtile nucleons stopped by

50 nucleons from the target. It should be noted that the shift ot the peak



to smaller rapidity is impact parameter dependent. All the experiments as

well ~ emulsion studies show that this shift is largest for the most central

collisions. Also shown are dl?t/dq predictions from IRIS 14, an event gener-

ator incorporating nucleus-nucleus collision geometry with the dual parton

model. 15 The calculation is clearly more forward peaked than the data, and

the rapidity densities in the backward region are underpredicted. A shift of

particles to smaller vapidities could be expected from cascading of produced

particles in the target spectator matter,
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HADR,ON MOMENTUM SPECTRA

From the & and multiplicity measurements we have learned that there

are no drasiic changes in the nature of the charged particles emitted; larger

Et is the result of more charged particles. Nevertheless, a direct measure-

ment is necessary to study the details of the charged particle momentum

spectra. These may indicate the degree of thermalization reached in the

collision. Deviations from an exponential spectrum may provida evidence

for a boost in pt, showing that the particles gain a radial how velocity from

collective expansion of the centrai region, It has also been suggested that

the formation and decay of a plasma will stiffen the hadron pt spectra,la so

we need to compare the spectra produced in heavy ion reactions with those.“
from p-p collisions. TO aid in urlderstanding the charged particie spectra?

the transverse energy flow can be used to sort events according to impact

parameter and energy deposition.

HELIOS measures charged particles with a magnetic spectrometer which

views the target through a narrow slit in the calorimeter wali, covering the

pseudo~apidi~ interval 0.9< q < 1.9. Figure 6 shows the transverse rnomen-

turn spectra for negative particles in the spectrometer in p + W, O + W and

S + W collisions at 200 GeV/A. The dashed lines are the result of a param-

etrization combining FNAL and CERN ISR ‘:’ls measurements of charged

particles, taking into account the cm. energy dependence, the rapidity, and

the well-known hardening of the pt spectra in P-A collisions.letlg

All three data sets are well described by the parameter ~ation, indi-

cating that charged particles emitted in nuclew-nuc!eug collisicms are very

similar to those from proton-nucleus collisions. The p: spsctra clearly cannot

be described by a single exponential, and HEL1OS haa derived the inverse

slopes in the regions 0.5 < p: . 2,0 GeV/c and 0.1< pt <0.2 GeV/c. The

results are * 190 MeV/c and 85 MeV/c, respectively. The rise in cross sec-

tion at low pt has also been observed in p-nucleus collisions at Ferrnilab.’9
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and reported by NA35 20 for particles at 2 < y < 3. The effect appears to

be somewhat smaller for the higher vapidities, consistent with expectations

for a target fragmentation effect. At high p: the spectra show an excess;

this effect was already observed in p-nucleus collisions21’18 some years ago

and is referred to as the Cronin effect. The Cronin effect was found to scale

with the target size. It has been suggested that the effect arises from parton

multiple scattering, in which c=e it should be present in nucleus-nucleus

col!isicms at least as strongly as in p-nucleus collisions.

Dividing the sulfur and oxygen spectra by one another, the ratio is not

significantly different from one, over the entire pt spectrum’.. This indicates

little difference betwee,l oxygen and suifur projectiles on a heavy target. The

sulfur-proton and oxygen-proton ra’ OS, however, rise slightly above one for

pt > 1,3 GeV/c. WA80 has fitted s;o~es to the no spectra for 0,8< pt <2,0

GeV/c from p and O + .Au targets. They firid a slight rise in the slope for

oxygen relative to proton beams. This different between proton and heavy

ion projectiles may arise due to a larger contribution of parton multiple

scattering in the case of heavy projectiles.

To study the impact parameter dependence of the pt spectra, WA80

has used the energy mtiasured in the forward calorimeter to break up the O

+ Au data set into peripheral and central collisions, Figure 7 shows the no

transverse momentum spectra for the two data sets and also the slopes fit

to the region 0.8 < pt < 2.0 GeV/c, Central collisions are defined M those

with 30% or less of the beam energy found ic the forward calorimeter. The

spectra are somewhat different in shapej WI(I the s!~pe for central collisions

is 30 Me V/c larger th~n for peripheral colhions. HELIOS haa investigated

the featurea of the ~Pmtra for central co]]igion~ to see whether the cve[lt~

in the tails or the distributions show any ch.mgea in the pt spectra. Figure

8 presents ratios of the negative particle pt sprctra for events in different

regions of Et, to alluw carcfui comparison of the ~pectral shape over the
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entire pt range. The ratios shown arc normalized by the number of events in

each spectrum, The reference spectrum is taken fr~~mevents witn 55 < Et z

100 GeV, which lie in tha piateau of the Et distribution and correspond to



near overlap of the projectile and target. The events analyzed have ~t >

100 ?vleV, and represent only about 10% of the total cross section, i.e. the

most central collisions. All four curves are flat within statistical errors, and

should be relatively insensitive to systematic errors, They indicate that

the transverse momentum spectrum of charged particles does not change

with impact parameter once good overlap of projectile and target has been

reached. This is an important result aa it indicatea that there is no hardening

of the spectra when one chooses the most violent collisions producing very

large transverse energies,
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To utudy the charged part~cle spectra over the entire range of impact

parameters, HEL1OS calculates the mean p~ of the distribution over the

limited range 0.4< pt L. 2.0 (;eV/c. The valum are then extrapolated to the



mean 0$ the entire spectrum under the awmrnption of a purely exponential

shape. TLis method yields (pt) which is not sensitive to the low pt rise;

the resulting values should be free of target effects and may be compared

with p-p collisions. The (pt) thus obtained can still, however, be affected

if the spectral shape is not exponential. We have seen, for example, from

Figures 6 and 7 that the spectra show a second component for pt 2 1.5GeV/c,

where one might expect to see effects of multiple hard scattering processes. i a

(P:)v9.~t for negative parti.cl~ from 2M GeV/A S + W is plotted in Figure

9.
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Fig. 0. (p:) as a function of Et for 200 GeV/A S + W, The (p:) is derived
from the measured spectra by correcting the mean value in the range 0.4 ::
Pt ‘. Z.O ~ev/c under the asaumptlon of an exponential spectium.

(;entral collions, with Et ::80 GeV, yield a constant (pf) of 400 MeV/c.

This should be compared with the [[{1S prediction of 300 Me V/c for pions



14 For Et ~ 60 GeV, correspondingin the HELIOS spectrometer acceptance.

to relatively peripheral collisions, (pt) is lower, falling by a 50 MeV/c for

the events witn the lowest E:. This is the same magnitude aa the effect seen

by WA80. It is important to remember that the Cronin effect will cause an

increase in (pt) of about 30 MeV/c, and may be important in the comparison

of peripheral and central collisions (and is certainly important in the com-

parison of the heavy ion values with p-p collisions). An incre=e in (pt) with

multiplicity or ~t of the collisions, similar to what is observed, is predicted

in models incorporating a hydrodynamical expansion of the highly excited

central region .3 However, the pt spectrum should also be strongly influenced

by the hadronization process, making interpretation of the observed change

more difficult.

PION INTERFEROMETRY

Experiment NA35 at CERN has taken advantage of its unique ability

to reconstruct a large fraction of the particle momenta in each event, In ad-

dition to analyzing multiplicity and transverse momentum distributions they

have studied correlations among particles. 3uch correlation me-urements

can yield space-time information about the interaction region .5 As pions are

bosons, the probability of observing two or more simultaneously is enhanced -

for pions in the same or nearly the same state by the symmetry require-

ment of their wavefunctions, The enhancement can be used to describe the

pion source by folding a particular model for the space-time geometry and

dynamics of the so~rce into the symmetrization requirement. This is then

compared with the experimental correlation function.

NA35 has taken 105 central O + Au collisicm at 200 GeV/A, with an

average n - m~ltiplicity of s 86, and formed all unique pion pair combina-

tions per event to make the correlation function. The background is formed

by taking pairs of pions from different events, The static Gaussian diY~fi}JU-

tion modei,~x where the pion source points are assumed to be gaumian in

both space and time, is used to fit the experimental correlation function and

extract pion source parameters, A correlation function is constructmi fro[:l

the data, as a fllnction of ~T and (/[,, the momentum diffflrencc between thv

two pions in the tranavcrce imd longitudinal direction. This is then rornparv[i

with the function from the (~aussian modei



mean of the entire spectrum under the assumption of a purely exponential

shape. This method yields (pt) which is not sensitive to the low pt rise;

the resulting values should be free of target effects and may be compared

with p-p collisions. The (pt) thus obtained can stili, however, be affected

if the spectral shape is not exponential. We have seen, for example, from

Figures 6 and 7 that the spectra shGw a second component for pt 2 1.5 GeV/c,

where one might expect to see effects of multiple hard scattering processes. 1*

(pt)vs.Et for negative particles from 200 GeV/A S + W is plotted in Figure

9.
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m - inve~e S1O S+w
m< p,< G MeP/c

~ . assumed da/@ = p~ exp(-pt /s)
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Fig. Q. (pt) M a function of Et for 20(.) GeV/A S I W, “~he (pt) is fierivcd
from the measured spectra by correcting t}le mean value in the range ().4 ~:
pt ●-. 2.0 (leV/c under the amumption of an exponential spectrum,

(kntral collionsl with Et ‘ /)() (JeV, yield a constant (pt) of 400”McV/c.

‘1’hia shoIIid be compared with ti~e IRIS pre(iiction of 300 MeV/c for pions



C(QT, QL) = A[l + ~ exp(-Q~R#/2 – Q~R~/2)]

where RT and RL are the tranmersc and longitudinal radii of the source

with respect m the beam axis, and A is the chaoticity parameter (in this

model A = 1 implies totally chaotic pion emission, A = O implies totally

coherent emission). The source lifetime dependence h omitted as the data

are nat sensitive to it. The parameters RT, RL, and A are varied until the

calculated correlation function fits the measured one.

oa~ 1111 1 1 1 I J
o 200 400 0 100 Loo

a, lMav/cl

Fig. 1,0. Correlation functions for pion pairs detected in 3 rapidity regions
by INA3S (a-c). d) shows the correlation function of pion pairs from the
FRITIOFIQ event genera~~~r, which AM not cent ‘in 130se-Ein~tein statistics.

Figure 10 shows the correlation functions for pion prLirsz3 in thrae ra-

pidity regions: a large acceptance ( 1 < y < 4), target (y < 2), anti centrai

(2 < v < 3), along with the correlation function for pione from the I,(; IN1)

model for heavy ionaz’ which does not contain 130ee-Einstgin statistics. Fits



with the Gaussian model are also shown; the resulting parameters are plotted

in Fig. 11 for data from the full rapidity region and from central rapidity.

The contours give the maximum I!kelihooci ‘~alues for la (solid line) and 2U

(d=hed line), The full rapidity data yie!d R~ s 4 fm, RL * 3 fm and A * 0.3.

The value for &’ is comparable to that of the oxygen projectile and suggests

that very little transverse expamion hzw occurred before pion freezeout. If

RL is exp: essed as a time, the fitted value is simi]ar to the traversal time

cf the projectile through the target. A small value of A indicates coherent

emission of the pions. So the picture from the large rapidity region is of

pion emissicn rather early in the collision with little time for expansion and

thermalization. For the central rapidity region the values of &’ and RL are

much larger, and A close to 1 indicates a very chaotic, perhaps thermalized

scmrce. This gays that the central region expands to a large, nearly spherical

thermalized object, encouraging the search for signals of a phase transition.
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Fig. 11. Maximum likelihood contours for (laus~ian fits to pion pairti in two
rapidity intervals, projected onto 3 planes in (R~, RL, ~) par~meter SPaCet
I’he solid line irnthe la contour aild the dashed line 2u.



STRANGENESS PRODUCTION

In order to investigate the strangeness content of the particles produced

at Brookhaven energies, E802 has built a spectrometer with drift chambers

for the momentum measurement and plastic scintillators with time resolution

25 Figure 12 shows the particleof x 75 psec for time-of-flight measurement.

identification capabilities of this device. Using this system they have mea-

sured the K/n ratios for Si + Au collisions at 14.5 GeV/A, searching for

ratios significantly greater than those observed in p-p collisions (K+ /r+ =

5-10 % and X-/n- = 1-5 %, depending on the angle and pt ). They find

Jf+/r+ = 19 * 5% for peripheral collisions and 25 + 5% for central col-

lisions. K-/m- ratioa are not very different from values observed in p-p

collisions. The K +/n+ ratioa observed in the heavy ion collisions are con-

siderably higher than for p-p; the pi dependence has been studied and the

ion ratios are consistently higher than those for p-p and p-nucleus collisions.

This has caused great interest as an enhancement of strange particles has

been predicted as a signal of deconfincment. s However, it still remains to be

determined whether this effect is due to K+ enhancement or m+ suppression,

Clearly, the pions must be formed in a dense, baryon-rich region (we have

seen that the nuclei stop each rather well at these energies) and must also

traverse some target spectator matter. Therefore the measured K/T ratios

may be greatly affected by nuclear absorption effects on the n.

LEPTON PAIR DATA

Leptona are produced early in the collision, and can yield information

about conditions at early times. Also, Ieptons are interesting because, unlike

hadrons, their spectra are not modified by the hadronization process.

Dimuon results from NA38 20 are presented in Fig. 13, where the

dimuon masa spectrum in the vicinity of the J/+ is shown for 0 + U and

S t- U at CERN. For each reaction, central and peripheral collisions are

compared by plotting the maaa spectrum for high and low Et events. The

two curves are normalized by the continuum, which does not change shdpe
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Fig, 12. Scatter plot of TOF vs. I/p for particles observed in the E802
spectrometer for 14,5 GeV/A Si + Au collisions.

with impact parameter, and the area under the J/# peaks are compz red. It

is clear that for both projectiles the high Et sample contains fewer J/v’s in

the peak than the low Et sample. As the continuum does not change, the

J/t/I appears to be suppressed for the more central collisions,

This finding has caused great interest as just such a suppression has

been predicted as a signal of quark-gluon plaama formation.’ It is important,

however, to remember that the J/#’s are formed early in the collision and are

emitted at rather forward angles, They must pass through a large amount of

dense matter before reaching the detectors and so there may be absorption

effects from the central region or the surrounding spectator matter, Careful

study of J/tJ production in p-nucleus collisions is necessary to address this

issue and is currently going on both at CERN and at FNAL.27

If the J/+ suppression is caused by plasma screening a pt dependent

‘s A high pt et?pair can travel together a largesuppression would be expected.

distance from the production point before separating by the J/~ radills, due

to the Lorentz time dilation effect, If pt is high enough, the pair will traverse
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Fig. 13. Dimuon mass spectra measured by NA38 for a) 200 GeV/A O + U
and b) 200 GeV/A S + U collisions. The two curves in each part correspond
to high and low Et events. The linen show fits to the l/@, ~’, and continuum.
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Fig. 14. ‘i he ratio of J/ti for high and low J.7tevents, aa ~ function of pt of
the dimuon. The data are from NA38 0 + U collisions.

the entire transverse dimension of the plasma and come out together, forming

a J/@. Therefore the suppression should to be large at low pt and disappear

for high pt. To study the pt dependence of the suppression effect, NA38 has

plotted the ratio of observed .1/+ at high and low Et as a function of pt. This

is shown in Fig. 14 for 200 GeV/A O + U. Clearly, the suppression effect

is largest at small pt. Again, the continuum do- not depend on pt, so the

observed effect is a suppremion of J/@ rather than an enlmncement of the

continuum. It is tempting to draw the concl~sion that a plasma is formed,

hut agai~l absorption effects could be important. These should be larger for

low pt dirnuons and simulate the expected etfecta from plaarna screening.



!3UMMARY

In summary, we have seen that global variables such as transverse en-

ergy and multiplicity can be used to characte~ize events according to impact

parameter. & and multiplicity show a linear relationship, indicating that

higher Et arises from production of more particles rather than a large change

in the particle spectra. The shapes of the distributions can be explained by

superposition of nucleon-nucleon scattering.

There is no large shape difference among the observed charged particle

momentum spectra from p + W, O + W, and S + W. We observe no sharp

rise in (pt) for large Et, but it must be noted that the detected pt spectrum

is affected by the had ronizat ion process and reflects conditions at the time

of freezeout of hadrons. Also, an increase in the cross section for large pt

is expected from hard scattering of partons and does not necessarily indi-

cate more exotic processes; an increase of approximately this magnitude is

observed when comparing peripheral and central collisions.

Two-particie interferometry has been used to determine the size of the

source emitting pions. It is found that pion paira taken over a large rapidity

acceptance indicate a rather small source with a radius of = 4 fm, while

central rapidity pions indicate a large, nearly spheri .al source with a high

degree of chaoticity and relatively long lifetime.

Study of dim~on production in the J/# mass region has shown a su-

ppression of J/$ with respect to the continuum in high Et, i.e. central, heavy

ion collisions compared to peripheral collisions. The suppression is strongest

for low pt dimuons. This observation has spurred great interest as such a

suppression could be a signature of reconfinement, but careful studies are

underway to determine how much of the effect can be explained by nuclear

absorption.
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